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ABSTRACT 

JUSTICE AT LITIGANT’S DOOR STEPS 

*SHUBHAM SRIVASTAV1 

It has been 75 years since we became independent and our nation is celebrating Azadi Ka 

Amrit Mahotsav and each day we are achieving success in every subject whether it be a 

science, law , health, technology, education , or any other field, due to which this year our 

country India have got the presidency of G 20 also which is another proud moment for all of 

us, because every day in different parts of our country several meetings are being held on 

different issues of G 20 ,along with this each day we areachieving landmarks in making 

different policies and law for our country so that a justice system should be more accessible 

to each and every citizens of our country very easily and in a cost efficient manner because as 

we know that whether it be a Legislative ,Judiciary or Executive at each hierarchy 

government is trying its best in the subject of law to make or provide to society in easy and in 

a cost effective way at their door steps through making different schemes under Ministry of 

law and justice so that each citizen of our country gets a proper guidance and service in 

matters related to their legal rights some of the most popular schemes started recently under 

National Legal Services Authority are Tele Law Services, Nyaya Bandhu ,Lok Adalat and 

free legal Aid Services from time to time to citizens , recently in the time of pandemic a new 

concept of E Lok Adalat was started by National Legal Services Authority in different 

districts of our country which fulfil the aims of providing justice at litigants door step at the 

time of pandemic.Similarly recently through the initiative of Chhattisgarh District Legal 

Services Authority in five divisional headquarters of Chhatisgarh- Raipur, Bilaspur, 

Ambikapur, Bastar, Durg one new concept or a chapter which was added in the Lok Adalat 

concept was providing justice to litigants at their door steps for settling or adjudicating the 

matters or complaints related to electricity ,water ,health, sanitation and many other which 

deals with basic facilities or are having a nature of settlement by coming also at an agreement 

of settlement where ever it is required, for these problems citizens run from pillar to post and 

from government offices to courts to file their complaints for seeking basic facilities, as a 

result this concept Mohalla Lok Adalat provides speedy justice to the complainants by 
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adjudicating the matter by the members of Mohalla Lok Adalat Team which issues directions 

to concerned authorities to do the needful so that complainants gets justice at their door steps 

because basic facilities are flows from right to life which includes several other rights as well 

as enumerated in our constitution under article 21 and in Directive Principles of State policy 

which bound the state to provide basic facilities to each and every citizens of our country, in 

Kanpur also at tehsil of DubianaBarasirohi , Sub Divisional Magistrate Abhinav Gopal is also 

trying to settle the matter of minor disputes by going from door to door of litigants to deliver 

justice, similarly in one of the panchayat of Bihar West Champaran ,Patilaar settling the 

matter of petty or minor in issues by constituting a team of experienced members, so that a 

disputes of minor in nature or which are of compoundable in nature can be settled through 

these types of initiatives which are performing well to reduce burden of cases from the courts 

and at the same time providing justice by keeping a policy in mind one thing that justice 

hurried is justice buried, so to keep this at utmost importance such a policies are developed 

which provide justice equally to the litigants and at the same time saving thecost of litigants, 

along with this it is effective and efficient because these types of initiative should be 

performed in each district of our states so that it will be a win win situation for both of the 

litigants and for authorities and if this is performed regularly then it will surely yields results 

in a long span of time. 

 

 

 


